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1. Abstract
Pn
f

Dual-expander
rocket engines offer a trajectory
adapted dual-mode operation during the ascent of a
launcher, which may be of significant advantage for
single-stage earth-to-orbit vehicles, when compared to
conventional rocket engines with bell-type nozzles.

PI

Thii paper investigates a reusable single-stage earthto-orbit vehicle with a constant payload capability of
16.5 Mg into low earth orbit, for the comparison of the
dual-expander rocket engines with conventional rocket
engines, using only hydrogen and oxygen as propellant
combination
in all engines.
Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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2.3 Abbreviations
LEO
low earth orbit
’
ODE
one-dinlensional
equilibrium
SST0
Single-Stage-To-Orbit
ST
System _Iualysis Rocket Launcher
Two-Stage-To-Orbit
TSTO
SSME
Space Shuttle Main Engine
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2.2 Subscripts
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Full-flow
1:
aud fuel-rich

3. Irltroductiorr
aud Lit.erature Review
h single-stage-to-orbit
vertical-takeoff
and landing
mission was applied to find out the potential
advautage of full-flow dual-expander
cycle eugiues versus conveutional
staged combustion engines. For the
latter, t,wo differcut staged combustion
engines cycles were esatniucd.
.Iuy ad\;\utage
of mixed-mode
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Mode 2 operation

Mode 1 operation
Figure

2: Dual-expander

I

common divergent nozzle extension

cycle

mode

1

1 and 2 operations,

using CFD-calculations
to estimate
the higher
specific impulse losses of dual-expander
nozzles,
for the comparison with conventional engine nozzles [lo], [ll],

propulsion could best be shown with single-stage-toorbit vehicles, because these vehicles are the most sensitive launchers with regard to performance and mass.

dual-expander

engines in comparison

to other engines.

Thus, the better ranking of dual-expander
engines using different fuels is well known.
Other dual-expander
engines with hydrogen as a single fuel, but with dual mixture ratios [5]. [8]. [9) also
revealed some benefits over conventional
engines for
SSTO- and TSTO applications.
Despite of t,his, earlier investigations
by the authors [4] have led to the results that dual-expander
engines with hydrogen as single fuel compared with the conventional
staged com-

Berchel 12)

bustion engine have no positive or, in some cases, even
negative effects on payload delivery or dry mass reduction on advanced shuttles.
The main reason for
this result is that the mass of a dual-expander
engine
is larger than that of a conventional
engine under the
constraint of using the same number of engines for the
launchers. In order to get a more reliable comparison,
a further analysis was initiated taking into account all
the additional
advantages
of the dual-expander
engine. In this analysis the optimization
of the dualexpander engine for single-stage-to-orbit
vehicles and
the comparison with different staged combustion cycle
engines comprises the following items:

Figure 3: Sketch of dual-expander
thrust chamber,
cut-away view of combustion
chambers
and nozzles

Dual-expander
engines for future launcher applications using one or two fuels and oxygen as oxidizer
were suggested by Beichel [l]. The concept of this engine involves the use of a dense propellant combination
with moderate performance
during lift-off to provide
high thrust for the initial flight phase, and a lower density, but better performing propellant combination
in
vacuum with a high specific impulse to reach t,he clesired orbit velocity.
Figure 1 explains the principle
of the dual-expander
cycle [3], and Fig. 2 shows the
two operation modes, following Bezchel [2]. In addition, Fig. 3 gives a cut-away view of both combustion
chambers and the nozzle extensions.
Seyeral analytical works on SSTO- and TSTO vehicles using hydrogen/propane
[2], [4], [S], [G] or hydrogen/methaue
[G], [7] as fuels revealed lowest vehicle dry ~nasses for

following

varying additional parameters
in contrast to earlier investigations
[G], [lo] for a fair comparison.
This comprises also the number of engines.
Taking the benefit of the cycle immanent
thrust
reduction capability of dual-expander
engine for
the comparative
analysis, and a
complete redesign of the dual-expander
cle shown in Fig. 1.

engine cy-

Due to time restrictions,
the last two items
treated in full detail in this paper.

4.

System

Allalysis

Programme

are not

ST

To analyse various kinds of rocket engine cycles for
future space transport,ation
systems, a propulsion system analysis programme ST has been developed which
contains both DLR and NASA developed met,hods,
see [12]. [13], [14]. [15], [lG] for further details. The
programme
consists of several routines carrying out
engine performance calculations
[17], [18], engine sysrem power matching calculations,
engine mass calculations, vehicle mass calculations, vehicle performance
calculations and trajectory
calculations
[21]. By usiug ST, many vehicle paramet,er are to be determined
to fulfill the given conditions,
such as payload mass,
Euginr type, propellant combination.
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5. Reference vehicle
A single-stage-to-orbit vertical-takeoff and landing vehicle was chosen for this comparative cycle analysis.
The vehicle is of BETA- or Delta-Clipper-type, following proposals by [19] and [20] and a re-examination
by [S]. In contrast to the proposal [19], in this analysis the number of dual-expander engines integrated in
the SST0 launcher is assumed to be half of the corresponding numbers of conventional engines for better
comparison purpose, because each dual-expander engine has a duplication of components such as nozzles,
chamber, turbopumps etc.. Thus, eight engines were
used in case of the staged combustion cycles and 4
engines in case of the full-flow dual-expander cycle.
Arrangement of the engines are shown in Figure 4,
viewing on the scaled nozzle exit areas at the base.
Thrust reduction by this arrangement for the staged
combustion engines will be performed at a predefined
value for the maximum allowable acceleration by shutting down two engines located opposite to each other,
which can occur up to three times.
The dual-expander engine has a build-in acceleration
reduction capability, achieved by shutting down the
secondary inner flow. The total engine thrust will
then be provided only by the outer or primary flow
which uses the total nozzle exit area, leading to an
increase in specific impulse. This shut-down of the
secondary flow is determined by the stage parameter
mass ratio m,,
m, =

ms,,,,
ma,.,, + ms.,. ’

Fuel

Figure 5: Staged combustion cycle with fuel-rich
preburner and split oxidizer pump

5.1
.

Vehicle model
Using ST-vehicle mass model [15],

.

6 landing gears,

.

cylindrical tank, diameter 8 m, elliptical endcaps
with an ellipse ratio of 1.5,

.

main propellants and extra tanks for reentry, orbit control and reserves,

.

constant payload of 16.5 tons into a 200 km circular orbit from French Guyana, Kourou. following
an ESA requirement,

.

constant payload fairing of 2.6 tons until injection, aud an

.

acceleration limit 3.g0.

(1)

and the propulsion parameter thrust ratio F,,
F P*l

F, =
Fpn

+

Fsec

(2)

Additionally,
the following assumptious
propulsion model were considered:

for

the

5.2 Propulsion
.

model
Using ST-performance.
model [lG].

cycle and eugine mass

hydrogen-rich preburner

mixture ratio 0.85:1.

oxygen-rich prel,urner nlMure

ratio 100.1,

isentropic efficiencies for a11 turbines and pumps
at 75 %)
staged combustion
Figure

4:

dual-expander

Sketch of lauuch vehicle base showing

the arrangement

of engines

In this paper. a coustaut 3.g0-limit. in the trajectorl
calculations aas assumed for the vehicles with staged
combustion cycles. For vehicles powered by dualexpander cycles. an acceleration decrease occurs at
switch-over from mode 1 to mode 2 operation.
The following assumptions
taken into consideration:

for the vehicle model were

pressurants.
drogen,

helium for osygen, hydrogen for hy-

constant 11~~efficiency of 99 Y0,
nozzle efficiencies taken from CFD-calculations.

6. Cycles for coillparative
analysis
For comparison wit 11the advanced dual-espander eugine cycle, the mono mode staged combustion cycle
will be used, which has the highest performance of
all 1nono mode rocket engines The expansion of all
plopcllauts from a high (.lli\llll)cr plessule makes it
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possible to attain high overall specific impulses. However, the staged combustion cycle has a maximum attainable chamber pressure. This pressure depends on
the staged combustion subcycle type, on the allowable
temperature in the preburner, on the efficiencies of
turbines and pumps, and on the injector pressure ratio
needed for a stable and efficient combustion. Several
types of staged combustion subcycles are considered
in ST. The following staged combustion cycles of ST
are chosen for this comparison:

Oxidker

Fu-pu

-pump

1. The staged combustion cycle with one fuel-rich
preburner and an oxidizer split pump, as plotted
in Figure 5.
2. The simple full-flow staged combustion cycle with
complete preburning using two oxidizer- and fuelrich preburners, which is plotted in Figure 6.
This simple full-flow staged combustion cycle is
more suited for a fair comparative analysis with
the dual-expander cycle used in this paper, due
to the lack in the ST-analysis of a simpler dualexpander cycle using only fuel-rich preburners.
The highest chamber pressure for a staged combustion cycle can be reached with the full-flow staged
combustion cycle with complete oxidizer- and fuel-rich
preburning, and an auxiliary pump for matching preburner exit pressures. This engine cycle is shown in
Figure 7.
Within this comparative study, it is not nescessary
to include this cycle, because the system optimum
chamber pressures lie far below the significantly higher
chamber pressures which are achievable with this cycle [4]. Thus, the simple full-flow staged combustion
cycle shown in Fig. 6 delivers sufficient high chamber
pressures for an optimum SST0 vehicle powered by
conventional engines.
7. Optimization
The optimizations were made under the condition of a
constant payload into a circular low earth orbit of 200

Oxidizer

Figure 7: Full-flow staged combustion cycle with
oxidizer- and fuel-rich prebnrners and anxiliary
pump for matching prebnrners exit pressures

km altitude by minimizing the effective net mass of the
single stage vehicle. A low structure and engine mass
is one of the criteria for a cost-minimized launcher system. The optimizations were made versus the design
propulsion parameters, chamber pressure and mixture
ratio. The propellant combination chosen is hydrogen
and oxygen. A minimization of net mass is done for
all three engine cycles, the staged combustion cycle
with fuel-rich preburner and split oxidizer pump, the
simple full-flow staged combustion, and the full-flow
dual expander cycle.
8. Trajectory Calculations
Trajectory calculations were made using POST 1211.
In order to optimize the SST0 vehicle as function
of different propulsion and stage parameters, the ST
mass- and performance models are used to iterate the
launcher for the given constant payload. For this iteration, a total velocity requirement Auto* is estimated.
The calculated masses and performance data are then
used in the trajectory optimization, which delivers the
esact required Au,,,. This modified value of Avtot
serves as reference value in a second iteration of the
launcher using again the ST mass and performance
models. This coupling of t,he mass- and performance
models with the trajectory optimization requires an
iterative procedure, but many test runs have demonstrated that the second trajectory iteration loop will
not subst,antially change the results or tendencies so
that generally oue trajectory iteration loop is sufficient

pump

Figure 6: Simple full-flow staged combustion
with oxidizer- and fuel-rich prebnrners

cycle

The manoeuvres and events of a launch sequence chosen for the optiniizat,ion of the trajectories of the
SST0 vehicles are summarized in Table 1.

9.
Results of CFD-analyses
expander nozzles

of dual-

For the opt.imization calculations performed with t,he
ST programme, t,lle expansion of the flow in the
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Phase

1
2

155

Event

Events description

0-12s
12 - 22 s

Vertical ascent
Pitch manoeuvre at constant inertial pitch rate and constant azimuth of the
launch-centered inertial co-ordinate system. The pitch rate and azimuth are
subject to optimization.
If secondary propellants are burned out, the primary flow continuously burns
under reduced thrust and higher specific impulse by adapting the total nozzle
exit area as expansion area ratio
Flight with constant inertial pitch angle till zero angle of attack in the pitch
plane is reached.
Gravity turn where the angle of attack remains zero and the trajectory is curved
due to the gravity fields of the Earth till an altitude of 30 km is reached.
Inertial body rate initialization using the inertial pitch angle. The pitch angle
is subject to optimization.
Piecewise linear steering till the desired inertial pitch angle and velocity at the
end of this phase is reached. The pitch angle is subject to optimization.
same as above
same as above
same as above
Piecewise linear steering during the remaining flight time till injection into the
final orbit is reached at altitude 200 km and by a flight path angle to inertial
velocity of zero. The pitch angle is subject to optimization.

roving

3

22 s - ta=eo

4

H = 30 km

5

At = 0.5 s

6

v,,i = 1500 m/s

7
8
2
10

vi;;
= 4000 mis

V,.l = 3000 m/s

Vine = 5000 m/s
Vine = 7784 m/s

Table 1: Sequence of eveuts for the SST0

trajectory

iuto

11Mode 1 (prim./sec.)

Table 2: Dual-expander

Mode 1
(prim./sec.)

overall loss

200 / 200 bar
717

1 0.991
) 0.98G

0.967

1 0.966

of dual-expander

[lo]

couvent ional nozzle
(st.aged-combustion
cycle)

nozzle

Mode 2, with
bleed gas
(prim./sec.)
5 / 200 bar
717

0.994
0.984

Table 3: Summary

( Mode 2

engine design data used for CFD-analysis

dual-expander

chamber pressure pC
mixture ratio roIF
kinetic loss
friction loss
divergence loss
combustion loss qC.

LEO

Mode 2. without
bleed gas
200 bal
7
0.999
1 0.991
) 0.98’
0.990
( 0.9'72

‘00 bar
;
)I 0.994
)j 0.990
[I0.9i3

flowfield analysis [IO]. 1221
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nozzles is simulated with the assumption of onedimensional, inviscid flow in chemical equilibrium.
Losses due to non-complete mixing and burning, friction, chemical non-equilibrium
effects, and multidimensional flow effects are taken into account by loss
efficiencies in the final impulse balance.
Following
the JANNAF Performance Methodology [ll], [22], the
specific impulse can then be determined from:

The first three efficiencies are summarized to give the
efficiency of energy release in the combustion chamber,
which is assumed to be q=-=0.99 in all of the analyses presented in this paper. Heat losses across nozzle
walls, hl, i.e. by regenerative cooling, are considered
and included in the boundary layer losses, ftic, and
therefore characterized by VI.,,_ [II].
For conventional nozzles, a large data base of these
loss efficiencies as a function of characteristic nozzle
design parameters exists [ll], [22]. Due to lack of data
for advanced rocket nozzles, CFD-analyses of dualexpander nozzles were performed.
These analyses
were based on a dual-expander engine suggested in [4],
for a winged SST0 vehicle delivering 13.5 Mg payload
into LEO. The propulsion design data are given in Table 2, further details on the launcher design are given
in [4], [lo]. Table 3 summarizes the main findings of
the numerical simulations for the dual-expander nozzles. The CFD-analysis of the mode 1 operation revealed compression- and shock wave formatious in the
nozzle, which are induced due to the inhomogeneous
pressure distribution in the cross section, where the
exhaust gases of the primary and secondary combustion chamber are mixed.
The numerical simulation of the mode 2 operation revealed a transient flow behaviour in the inner chamber. TO avoid all non-stationary effects in the inner
chamber, which may cause structural failures of the
hardware, an alternative mode 2 operation was proposed, where bleed gas is inject,ed into the inner chamber at moderate chamber pressures.
Despite of the shock- and expansion waves in the nozzle, the calculated overall performance data of the investigated dual-expander nozzles indicate a high performance during both operation modes. Efhciencles
for friction and the divergence of the flowfield are also
given in Table 3, which will serve as refereuce values
in the following engine analyses.
Corresponding efficiency values of a conventional.
SSMEtype nozzle are also included in Table 3. Further details on the CFD-calculations and results are
included in [lo] and (22).

Congress

10. System parameter analysis
10.1 Efficiency sensitivity on SST0
hicles

ve-

The efficiencies of conventional and dual-expander
rocket nozzles, as summarized in Table 3, are very
high. However, even a decrease in the nozzle efficiency by one permille leads to a significant increase in
launcher take-off and effective net masses, as pointed
out in Figure 8. In there, the effective net mass is
plotted for all three cycles versus the specific impulse
efficiency which contains both, the nozzle and the
combustion chamber efficiency. Additional parameters kept constant in Figure 8 are the mixture ratio of
7:1, and the chamber pressure of 200 bar for all three
cycles. The family of thin lined curves represents the
first calculations performed with ST using the constant A2rto( requirement of 9300 m/s. The coupling
with the trajectory optimization leads to a decrease
in slope of the net mass versus specific impulse efficiency. The slope of the dual-expander cycle engine
is less compared to the simple staged combustion and
full-flow staged combustion cycles.
The considered dual-expander cycle shows best performance with regard to minimum launcher net masses,
although it has higher turbo-machinery weight as the
full-flow staged combustion cycle. The advantage of
the dual-expander cycle is based on the two operation
modes which permits a better adaptation to the decreasing atmospheric pressure during the ascent of the
SST0 launcher from sea level to vacuum. The parametric variation of the nozzle exit pressures, and thus
of the nozzle exit area ratio, for the two modes of the
dual-expander cycle and the one mode of the staged
combustion cycle will be shown in the next chapter.
10.2 Nozzle exit pressure optimizations
The effective net mass versus the nozzle exit pressure
of the staged combustion cycle is shown in Figure 9.
The thin line curve family represents the results of the
first calculations which were performed with an estimated AU,,,. kept, constant for all cases. The thick
line curve family represents the results received after
the 1st t,rajectory iteration. It can be seen that the optimum nozzle exit pressure (that is the averaged value
in the exit plane) will be reached at ~~<,~~=0.3 bar,
which is far above the value given by the Summerfield
criterion to avoid flow separation in the nozzle during
take-off. This separation criterion leads to an averaged exit pressure of approx. peODE=0.18 bar [22].
This variation indicates, that the nozzle exit pressure
of a single-stage-to-orbit
vehicle must be lower thau
corresponding values of first stage nozzles of a simple
multistage rocket, e.g of the Ariane 4. Only in case
launch vehicles using thrust supporting solid boosters
like the Ariane 5 and Space Shuttle, the nozzle exit
pressures are eveu lower and equal to the separat,ion
criterion, a result of optimizations of these vehicles.
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0.89

O.QS

impulse

dual-expander

cycle (Fig.

40000

exit

50000

60000

70000

60000

pressure/fN/m2)

Figure 10: Optimisation
of nozzle exit pressure
for dual-expander engine during low altitude operation, both combustion chambers active (mode

Fire
8: Sensitivity of SST0 vehicles versus specific impulse efficiency for different engine cycles,
line 2: staged combustion cycle with fuel-rich preburner and split oxidizer pump (Fig. 5)
line 5: simple full-flow staged combustion
cycle
0%
6)
line 50: full-flow

30000

nozzle

efficiency

1)

seen in Figure 10. A higher nozzle exit pressure at
sea level correlates with a lower nozzle extension ratio
and, at the same time, with a lower specific impulse in
vacuum. This is also adequate for the dual-expander
engine, but the switch over from mode 1 to mode 2
operation leads to a significant higher nozzle expansion ratio than that of the comparable
mono mode
engines for high altitude and vacuum operation.
The
obtained nozzle exit area ratios of the dual-expander
engines for the mode 2 operation in vacuum are shown
later in this paper.

1)

7L

72

The variation of chamber pressure and mixture ratio
has no influence on the nozzle exit pressure optimization, but on the effective net masses, as it can be seen
in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the total velocity requirement for the nozzle exit pressure optimization
for the
dual-expander
engine. Of course, the required Au,,,
is very sensitive ou nozzle exit pressures. but it shows
only minor influence on chamber pressures and mixt ure ratios.

8%’
000

!

31

nozzle

)O

exit

45000

60000

75

pressure/fN/m2)

Figure 9: Optimization
of nozzle exit pressure for
mono mode cycles, staged
combustion
cycle with

fuel-rich

preburner

and split oxidizer

pump

It is surprising, that even the dual-expander
cycle with
its two modes also optimized
at peoDE =O.3 bar nozzle
exit pressure during mode 1 operation,
as it. cau IJC

)O

10.3Thrust level optimizations
Thrust level optimization
is a trade-off between less
gravitational
losses A~J~~“,, versus higher effective net
masses. caused by higher eugiue aud thrust
frame
masses. Figure 12 shows the result of this trade-off.
The optimum take-off acceleration for the vehicle with
t,he eight staged combustion engines with fuel-rich preburners and split oxidizer pumps is very flat between
1.3.gs and 1.4.go. As result, a t,ake-off acceleration
of
1.490 is chosen for all further variations.
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Fiiure 11: Total velocity requirement as function
of the nozzle exit pressure for dual-expander
engines, varying secondary chamber pressure and
mixture ratio

’

210.0

~

230.0

a ’
250.0

pressure/(bar)

Figure 13: Chamber pressure optimization for the
staged combustion cycle with fuel-rich preburner
and split oxidizer pump

the same orbit. This point of view leads to cost effective launchers with minimum effective net masses.
Figure 13 shows this relation for the variation of the
rocket chamber pressure and mixture ratio for the
staged combustion cycle with fuel-rich preburner and
split oxidizer pump (Fig.
5). One can see that a
minimum net mass will be reached at a relatively low
chamber pressure of 220 bar, which is almost independent of the selected mixture ratios.
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pressure/tN/m21
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no.

1.5

1.6

acceleration/(gO)

Figure 12: Optimization of take-off acceleration for
the SST0 vehicle powered by the staged combustiou cycle with fuel-rich preburner
aud split oxidizer pump

11. Payload

delivering

11.1 Staged

combustion

performance
cycle

The payload delivering performance of different SST0
vehicles will be shown by their effective net mass.
which is needed to deliver the the same payload into

The relatively low optimum chamber pressure lying
far below the maximum possible chamber pressure
could be explained
by the high growth of turbomachinery
mass when chamber pressure
increases.
Therefore. the effect of additional specific impulse inclease is lower than that of the increased mass of the
engine. For the analysis performed here, Space Shuttle technology for the turbo-machinery
with isentropic
turbo-pump
efficiencies of 75Y0 and a preburner temperature of about 900 I< (preburner
mixture ratio of
0.85) is assumed.
For a higher turbo-pump
technology, also for lightweight liquid rocket engines. the optimum chamber pressure will move up to higher values

141.
The optimization
of the mixture ratio for oxygen and
hyclrogen for selected near optimum chamber pressures is shonn in Figure 14. It can be seen. that the
ol)timum mixture ratio is in a regime between i-7.2,
and at a chamber pressure of 220 bar. This is almost independent
within the chamber pressure interval shoed in Fig. 14, and for the trajectory
iteration
and constant Av,,l-calculations.
The minimum

structnrc

mass is achieved

at a mix-
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69

65

mixture

chamber

ratio

Figure 14:
Mixture
ratio optimization
for the
staged combustion cycle - mixture ratio vs. effective net mass

pressure/(bar)

Figure 16: Chamber pressure optimiation
for the
staged combustion cycle - chamber pressure vs.
engine mass

11.2 Full-flow staged combustion cycle
Figures 17 and 18 show the optimization
of the chamber pressure and mixture ratio for the simple full-flow
staged combustion cycle (Fig. 6).
Due to the relatively low optimum chamber pressure
for SST0 vehicles it is obvious that the simple fullflow staged combustion
cycle will present no advantages over the other cycles with regard to the payload performance
of SST0 vehicles.
This cycle has
no higher specific impulses at the same chamber pressures than the other cycles, but needs higher turbomachinery masses, which causes an increase in effective net masses of approx. 4 tonnes, compared with
the staged combustion
cycle \vith only one fuel-rich
prehurner.
The simple full-flow staged combustion
cycle may be suit.etl if higher chamber pressures are
applicable

iso.

chamber

pressure/(bar)

Figure 15: Chamber pressure optimization for the
staged combustion cycle - chamber pressure vs.
structure mass

ture ratio of 7.5 at 250 bar chamber pressure,
see
Fig. 15, and the minimum engine mass at 6.7 and
170 bar, shown in Fig. 16. These minimum structure
and engine masses result in the previously indicated
optimum for t,he effective net mass.

11.3 Full-flow dual-expauder cycle
Earlier optimizations
by the authors using reusable
winged vehicles 14) have lead to the result that the
dual-expander
engines using hydrogen and oxygen in
both flows have an optimum nearby mixture ratios
of i/i and chamber pressures of ZOO/200 in primary
and secondary flows. Therefore. for t.his analysis on11
optimizations
uealby that domain were investigated.
Figure 19 shows at this domaiu a mass split rate and
thrust split rat,e optimization
[see Eq.(l) and Eq.(2))
for the dual-expauder
cycle. These two parameters
st,rongly influence the trajectory. so that constant AVcalculations are not. applicable. as it can be seen in Fig.
19 by the thin lint curve faulil~ These results show.
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72
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thrust

vo73G%o.o
.
.
chamber

%i. 0

pressure/(bar)

Figure
17: Chamber pressure optimization
_
simple full-flow staged combustion cycle

for the

pri/tot

Figure 19: Thrust and mass split optimization
of the dual-expander
cycle at chamber pressures
200/200 bar and at mixture ratios 7/7

for this type of dual-expander
cycle. This cycle limit
is caused by the oxygen-rich preburner which cannot
deliver enough energy to pump the propellants to the
high primary chamber pressure of 200 bar. Because
of the relatively low chamber pressure necessary for
SST0 vehicles, a reduction in chamber pressures and a
reduction in mixture ratios on the primary side seems
to be an approach to reach lower stable thrust split
rates for the mass split rates of 0.5 and below.

73

72

4

5.5

split

6.0

6.5

mixture

7.0

7 5

8.0

85

Figure 20 summarizes
this search for an optimum
nearby the design point of Fig. 19. This optimum is
found at a primary chamber pressure of 150 bar and
a secondary chamber pressure of 200 bar. The mixture ratio in the primary chamber is 6.5, and 7.5 in
the secondary chamber. The value for the mass split
rate is 0.45, and for the thrust split rate 0.26. This
optimization
was performed for a nozzle exit pressure
of llec,DE =0.35 bar during the mode 1 operation. a result of the exit plessure optimization
shonn in Fig.
10. The corresponding
nozzle exit area ratios during
mode 2 operation in vacuum are shown in Fig. 21.

ratio

Figure 18: Mixture ratio optimization
ple full-flow staged combustion cycle

for the sim-

that the lowest effective net mass for this cycle is 7
tonnes lower or 10 % below the effective ne‘t mass of
the vehicle powered by the simple full-flow combustion
engines, and it is reached at a thrust split late of 0.4
and a mass split rate of O.G.
In Fig. 19, the propellant
~uass split rate of 0.5 has
the same low value, but it is placed near the cycle
limit, and therefore might be not a good design point

12. Summary

of optimized

engine cycles

Table 4 shows a summary of the most important systen1 and performance
data of the best candidates for
each cycle investigated.
The SST0 vehicle with fullflow dual-expander
engines has the lowest effective
uct mass, compared to the vehicles equipped with the
stage combustion
cycles. The effective net mass relarive to the propellant
mass needed for the mission
with a fixed payload is higher for the dual-expander
engines, but the better performance during the ascent
to orbit and the lower number of engines allow a more
efficient construction,
which makes this type of cycle
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gated, the msss subsystem data are based on different
thrust levels.
13. Conclusion
Using CFD-calculations and NASA and DLR developed software for system analysis it has been shown,
that full-flow dual-expander engines with the propellants hydrogen/oxygen offer a wide performance increase, when applied in SST0 vehicles.
One reason for the high advantage of the dualexpander engines is the reduced engine number of
four, instead of eight engines as used in earlier
Thus, the launcher powered with
investigations.
the dual-expander engines has lowest overall engine
masses, which also minimizes the launcher effective
net masses.

thrust

split

The simple full-flow staged combustion cycle has less
performance in SST0 vehicles than the staged combustion cycle with a fuel-rich preburner and a split
oxidizer pump.

pri/tot

Figure 20:
Thrust and mass split optimization
of the dual-expander
cycle at chamber pressures
150/200
and 150/220
bar and at mixture ratios
8.517.5
160

.c 110
2

-

0.

0
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0
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The results presented in this paper allow to prognosticate that a simple dual-expander engine with only
fuel-rich preburner will deliver better performance in
SST0 vehicle than the full-flow dual-expander engine,
because of the low primary chamber pressures which
are nescessary for system optimizations of SST0 vehicles with dual-expander engines.
Dual-expander
engines with only one fuel-rich preburner could be
pushed towards a higher primary chamber pressure after burn-out of the secondary, inner flow. This would
give an additional increase in payload delivering performance against the full-flow dual-expander cycle.
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